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Background
Digital Lace was presented as part of Sydney Esquisse 06 at Customs House in a group show by the UTS DATUM group. Research explored the possibilities of creating a contemporary lace print through Direct Digital Print Technology. It questions the use of computers as a means of abstracting craft and realising concepts in a virtual environment. The exploration is then re-presented in a printed form. The outcome was presented as part of a media wall during Sydney Design Esquisse an Art and Design Festival that around 70,000 Sydneysiders attend.

Contribution
The exploration of Digital Lace has been underpinned by the definition of textile digital imaging as “a pixel is just another representation of a stitch” (Bruce Carnie 2007). Lace is particularly suited to this reinterpretation. The repetitive nature of the way lace is built up and constructed can be compared to the way a digital image is created through pixels. Digital images like lace are composed of units built up upon each other to create either an image or a cloth.

Significance
The significance of this research is that by unravelling digital technology and analysing complex and structural properties of lace, we can synthesis this knowledge to create alternative ways to generate digital lace prints. The highly complex weaving machine, the Jacquard Loom, was the first known computer system. Jacquard weaving is known for its complex woven knitted, embroidered lace patterns and weaves. Digital Lace, the work, stands alone in its field in that it does not replicate original photographic lace images on cloth. It translates pixels as stitches and builds up an image on cloth, adding dimension and depth and giving the work a unique human quality.
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PLAY

Creative problem solving in branding, marketing and culture change.

PLAY is a new type of business consultancy. It is a creative think tank. It is a new way to approach today's corporate and organisational challenges.

PLAY Consulting is an energetic team of strategic thinkers who work with businesses, corporations and public organisations that have determined a need for growth or change.

Our expertise lies within the three fundamental areas for business success: identity, culture and communication. From an international and interdisciplinary perspective, we help our clients envision new futures, develop compelling ways to express these futures, and encourage employees to act on moving forward.

53 Coogee Street, Rosebery NSW 2011
info@playconsulting.net
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VOLUNTEERS

Big thanks to all our volunteers! If you want to become part of the Sydney Exquisite team in the years to come, get in touch with us.
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